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DECODED

As head of creative for the revered British paint and wallpaper company
Farrow & Ball, Charlotte Cosby is an invaluable resource when it comes to
identifying color trends. She’s sharing her predictions and picks for what
designers and homeowners alike will be gravitating toward in 2016:

9ART

INSPIRATION
For interior designer Angie Hranowsky, color is
second nature. Here, the Charleston, South
Carolina-based talent dishes on how to get it
made in the shade (each and every one of them).
Go big: The easiest way to transform a room
and a space is to paint all of your walls a bold,
bright shade. It gives you the biggest bang for
your buck; plus, you can always paint over it if
you change your mind later.
Hang it up: One of my favorite methods to bring
colorful interest into a home is to introduce
beautiful artwork, like the bottle cap portrait by
local artist Molly B. Right in this living space I
created. It informed everything else in the
room—such a statement maker.
Stay small: If you’re feeling a little intimidated,
there’s no shame in easing into color. Start by
working in more exciting shades on your fabrics
or pillows—or place an eye-catching throw at
the foot of your bed. angiehranowsky.com

There’s no limit to how often and how much to use your ideal color once
you’ve finally found it. So, when San Francisco designer Lauren Ranes and
her client stumbled upon the dreamiest shade of citrus they’d ever seen,
they didn’t hesitate to introduce it again and again into the family
homestead. “The color, Benjamin Moore’s Ravishing Red, is tomato,
persimmon and watermelon all rolled into one,” explains Ranes. “It’s a
dignified and cheerful shade.” The result is a cohesive color scheme that
relies on pattern and print throughout to make it appropriate for each
space. Here, in the breakfast room, for example, a charming Schumacher
wallpaper behind the shelves and blue-and-white ginger jars lend the dining
space off the kitchen the touch of formality it required. laurenranes.com

COLOR

What’s on the color horizon for
the coming year? Bold color and
colored neutrals will definitely
play a big role in 2016. We’re
seeing people becoming more
experimental as we move out of
the recession, and they’re looking
to make their homes feel brighter
and more confident by using color.
Favorite shade of the moment?
It’s Farrow & Ball’s 70th anniversary
next year, so there will be a lot of
exciting launches to look forward to

that will mark the occasion. In terms
of my favorite right now, though, it’s
Stiffkey Blue (shown here). It’s regal
and romantic, a real classic.
Tricks for selecting the perfect
paint color? I always think the most
important thing is to choose a color
you love! It sounds simple, but if you
want to create your perfect home,
making sure it’s decorated with the
patterns, paints, artworks and
accessories you love is the best
place to start. farrow-ball.com

this page: art inspiration photo: julia lynn. color decoded photos: courtesy farrow & ball. opposite: orange feel photo: courtesy lauren ranes. bright light photo: courtesy dunes and duchess. modern classic photo: chris edwards.
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BRIGHT
LIGHT
Formal doesn’t have to be fussy when
it comes to stunning candelabras that are just
as handsome during daytime hours as they are
when they are all lit up—at least that’s the story
Dunes and Duchess is telling with the brand’s
coveted four-arm version, available in a variety
of colorful finishes. dunesandduchess.com
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MODERN CLASSIC

One of color’s most prized properties is being able to bring a fresh,
modern perspective to traditional spaces, like it does in this sweet
foyer in North Carolina with inspiring architectural detail. Using a
palette of soft green and subdued coral, designer Barrie Benson
transformed the home’s 1950s bones into a graceful, feminine dream.
“I wanted to give a nod to the old without making it feel like one’s
grandmother lives here,” says Benson with a laugh. “The palette
definitely sets the tone for that. It gives visitors the hint that not
everything inside is as conservative as you’d expect from a more
formal Southern home.” barriebenson.com

